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‘International arbitration practice within the firms
specialised practice areas is something that is really
specialised and is lacking in the legal sector; Brus
Chambers team is aggressive, very good at planning
and guiding clients to the right path delivering results’
-

Rogaciano Rebelo, Honeywells

‘Genuine industry legal specialists are rare, but they can
save time and money for clients.’
- Dr. Shrikant Pareshnath Hathi
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truly specialised…

Brus Chambers accepts International Commercial
Arbitration work. Advising, and/or representing the
Claimant or the Respondent, in the areas of:
Commercial and Contractual including shipping;
infrastructure, oil, gas, natural resources; energy, mining;
general projects; technology; all commercial disputes and
enforcement of arbitral award in India
_________________________________________________________
In a contractual dispute where the parties have agreed to institutional international
arbitration be it in a dispute relating to commercial or corporate; infrastructure or
construction; oil, gas and natural resources; energy and mining or shipping and all
commercial and contractual disputes our team assists client from any industry in advising,
planning and or representing them in the arbitration.
If there is no arbitration clause in an agreement, the disputing parties to the said agreement
may agree to arbitration even at a later date but before initiating legal action in court. Our
team assists client in analyzing the contractual dispute understanding the best institutional
international arbitration forum and advising; negotiating with opponent for international
arbitration under instruction of client; drafting the international arbitration agreement;
concluding the same and proceeding with the arbitration.
When an Arbitral award needs to be enforced in India against the respondent our team
assists in analyzing the award, advising for enforcement of the award against the
respondent party located in India and for the purpose of enforcement file application to the
court for appropriate order for enforcement.
Our International arbitration practice includes arbitration with a seat or venue in India or
overseas.
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Our International Arbitration Practice…

Brus Chambers has an outstanding
practice in International Commercial
Arbitration
Brus Chambers represents clients from all industry sectors in
international commercial arbitration all over the world. The
practice embraces arbitration within the areas of commercial,
corporate and contractual; infrastructure and constructions;
oil, gas and natural resources; energy and mining; shipping;
projects related arbitration and enforcement of arbitral award
in India;
Our team conducts proceedings in many jurisdictions and
under all of the major international arbitration rules, and are
accustomed to addressing choice of law, choice of
jurisdiction, comparative law and cross-cultural issues. We
take full advantage of our network of international law firms
and lawyers supported by an advanced, unitary technology
platform. This facilitates communication and coordination,
both internally and with our clients, and enhances our
effectiveness, giving us the edge in transnational, multijurisdictional disputes requiring a coordinated strategy and
the application of multiple laws.
We pride ourselves in our ability to assemble experienced
teams of talented professionals and dedicated support staff
to meet the legal, linguistic, technical and any other
requirements of any given case across the globe.
Our International Commercial Arbitration practice is coheaded by Advocate and Solicitor, Ms. Binita Hathi and Dr.
Shrikant Pareshnath Hathi while Ms. Poonam Das and Mr.
Pritish Das works alongside with other lawyers.
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Key Contact…

Binita Hathi heads the international
commercial arbitration and litigation
team and other lawyers with area
specialisation work alongside.
Binita Hathi

Ms. Binita Shrikant Hathi,
[B.Com., LL.M., Solicitor]
PARTNER
CONTACT DETAILS
Email: binita@bruschambers.com
Tel: +91-22-22659969
Mob:+91-97-69946864
Practising law since: 1995
SPECIALISED PRACTICE AREAS
International & Domestic Arbitration
Litigation
LANGUAGES
English, Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Bengali

'Stands-out for litigation and arbitration'
- Legal500

'First class for International arbitration'
- Shippinglawyers.NET

'track record to negotiate and settle cases
out of court'
-Economic Times

'best for international commercial
arbitration work'
-NDTV Profit
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Our Charging methods…

When venue of Arbitration is within
India or Outside India
Professional Fees: USD 90 per hour
+ Disbursements on actual
Each client has a dedicated partner (the lead partner) who
will lead, co-ordinate and will be directly responsible to meet
the client requirements effectively.
During this period, atleast two solicitors/advocates or more
lawyers or para-legal if required will be working on the given
file to ensure that quality service is delivered, at no extra
cost.
Our professional fees will be computed only that of the lead
partner.
All Disbursements incurred are computed on actual. Third
party costs would include the following (where applicable):
travel and transport; photocopying; phones and faxes;
experts and counsels; airfare, hotels and meals, videoconferencing; correspondent fees and expenses; court or
institutional fees' stamping and registration; government,
quasi-government or other fees; other actual expenses.
Timesheet is maintained concerning usage of hours/manhour computation, the total usage of time is reflected in our
Bill of Cost when forwarded.
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Should you have any question or wish to discuss our billing rates please do not hesitate to
contact the Lead Partner attending the file
BRUS CHAMBERS
Advocates & Solicitors
8, Rajabahadur Mansion, 3 Floor, Ambalal Doshi Marg, Fort, Mumbai 400001, India
General Help Desk: contact@bruschambers.com
+91-22-22659969
rd
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